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pattern lock (screen lock) is an inbuilt data protection feature for all present-day android
smartphones, it protects phones from unauthorized access. but we keep changing the
password pins constantly to ensure security, and its normal to forget it. if you also forget
the pattern, password, pin lock on your phone, then dont be worried, we can help you.
**to start a recovery mode on your android device (huawei, honor, xiaomi, sony, sega,
etc.), you must install odin on your computer (windows or mac). it is a tool to unlock the
bootloader of your device. device's uuid is a unique identification number for android
devices.you can get uuid in the system folder. click to open system folder. in the system
folder, there's a folder named as "data". under this folder, you'll find a folder with the
name "ro". in that folder, there will be a text file named as "ro.boot-completed". open the
file with notepad and you will see the device's uuid (the format is txt followed by 16 hex
numbers). to unlock the device's screen lock, you must unlock the bootloader of your
device. you can use odin to unlock bootloader. the odin is a free programming tool for
windows and mac computers. you can use odin to unlock the bootloader of your device.
the android multi tools is also known as the pattern unlock to android. all you need to do
is to type in the correct number of digits to unlock your phones screen. however, if you
do not know the code, then you will have to use the backups. you can quickly find it in
the secondary storage of your device. you can download the multi tools apk file to unlock
your phones screen on the internet. if you want to unlock your phone with that, you can
follow the instructions in the download section.
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Android Multi Tools V1.02b Tool

android multi tools is a piece of software that is loaded on to the mobile phone of android
operating system. it is mainly designed to unlock the android password/pin/ pattern. you
can reset google data or wipeout cache. also, it can check the overall information of the
mobile, such as battery power, software versions, kernel versions etc. the following are
the main features of this android tool: it will unlock/ erase the forgotten passwords or

pattern. the android multi tools is developed by a well-known team of android experts.
this tool is loaded on to the mobile phone of android operating system. apart from this it
will check the data of the mobile, like battery power, software versions, kernel versions.

the best part of this tool is that it allows to remove/ erase the forgotten passwords or
pattern of the mobile. in short, this tool is so simple to use that you can easily achieve
the tasks that this tool is capable of doing. the tool is so simple, and doesn't need any

other external software like backup or registration of any site or url or password.
download android multi tools v1.02b latest version on your pc (windows 11/10/8/7). after
downloading the tool, you can connect it to your pc. after connecting the tool, open the
application and connect your device to your pc. click on the save button. then, the tool
will connect to your phone or android. click on the advance button. once the action is

completed, you can see a message if the process has been successful. this is the latest
version of android multi tools specially developed for simplifying the process to unlock
password pin lock factory reset, and frp bypass. it has additional features such as wipe
data cache, gesture lock reset from all android devices through adb and fastboot mode.
if you have lost or forgotten the password pin on the android phone and want a hassle-
free way to unlock your phone, then download android multi tools for windows, it will

help you to take off the pattern/password/pin/facelock, etc easily. it enables you to reset
your android phone from a pc with just one click. 5ec8ef588b
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